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An evolutionary perspective on signaling games is adopted to explain some semantic universals
concerning truth-conditional connectives; property denoting expressions, and generalized quan-
tifiers. The question to be addressed is: of the many meanings of a particular type thatcanbe
expressed, why are only some of them expressed in natural languages by ‘simple’ expressions?

Most work on the evolution of language concentrates on the evolution of syn-
tactic and phonetic rules and/or principles. This is reasonable, because in the
generative tradition these disciplines acquired a central place in linguistics. In an-
other sense, however, the under-representation in evolutionary linguistics of work
that concentrates on semantics is surprising: how many of us would be interesting
in language if it was not the main vehicle used to transmit meanings? Moreover,
semantics and pragmatics are by now well-established disciplines within linguis-
tics that study how, across languages, meanings are transmitted by language. In
this paper I will concentrate on giving evolutionary motivations for some semantic
features shared by all or most languages of the world.

There are in fact many semantic features shared by all languages of the world.
For instance, it seems that of all the speech acts that we can express in natural
language, only three of them are normally grammaticalized, and distinguished,
in mood (i.e., declarative, imperative, and interrogative). In this paper, we will be
most interested in similar kinds of universals that make claims about what kinds of
meanings are expressed by short and simple terms (e.g. with one word) in natural
languages. One of them concernsindexicals, short expressions corresponding to
the EnglishI, you, this, that, here, etc., the denotations of which are essentially
context-dependent. It seems that all languages have short words that express such
meanings (cf. Goddard, 2001), and this fact makes evolutionary sense: it is a
useful feature of a language if it can refer to nearby individuals, objects, and
places, and we can do so by using short expressions because their denotations
can normally be inferred from the shared context between speaker and hearer.
In this paper I will be concerned with similar universals involving mainly the
connectives, property denoting expressions, and generalized quantifiers.



Signaling games and ConnectivesIn signaling gamesas introduced by David
Lewis (1969), signals have an underspecified meaning, and the actual interpreta-
tion the signals receive depends on the equilibria of sender and receiver strategy
combinations of such games. Recently, these games have been looked upon from
an evolutionarypoint of view to study the evolution of language. According to
it, a signaling convention can arise in which signals denotest if and only if in
the evolutionary stable strategy(ESS) signals is only used when the speaker is
in situationt. Thinking of meanings as situations, one can show that if there ex-
ists a 1-1 mapping between situations and the best actions to be performed there,
and there are enough messages, the ESSs, or resulting communication systems, of
signaling games always give rise to 1-1 mappings between signals and meanings.
It is obvious that in this simple communication system there can be no role for
connectives: the existence of a disjunctive or conjunctive message would destroy
the 1-1 correspondence between (types of) situations and signals. That gives rise
to the question, however, under which circumstances messages with such more
complex meanings could arise. In this paper I concentrate only on one particular
truth-conditional connective:disjunction.

Taking ti andtj to be (types of) situations, under which circumstances can a
language evolve in which we have a message that means ‘ti’, one that means ‘tj ’,
and yet another with the disjunctive meaning ‘ti or tj ’? As indicated above, if
there exists a 1-1 function from situations to (optimal) actions to be performed in
those situations, a language can evolve with a 1-1 correspondence between sig-
nals and situations. The existence of this 1-1 function won’t be enough, however,
to ‘explain’ the emergence of messages with a disjunctive meaning. What is re-
quired, instead, is a 1-1 function fromsetsof situations to (optimal) actions. We
can understand such a function in terms of a payoff table like the following:

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7

t1 4 0 0 3 3 0 2.3
t2 0 4 0 3 o 3 2.3
t3 0 0 4 0 3 3 2.3

Notice that according to this payoff table, for eachi ∈ {1, 2, 3} actionai is the
unique optimal action to be performed in situationti. This table, however, con-
tains more information. Suppose that the speaker (and/or hearer) knows that the
actual situation is eithert1 or t2, and that both situations are equally likely. In that
case the best action to perform is neithera1 nor a2 – they only have an expected
utility of 2 –, but rathera4, because this action now has the highest expected util-
ity, i.e., 3. Something similar holds for information ‘t1 or t3’ and actiona5, and
for ‘ t2 or t3’ and actiona6. Finally, in case of no information, which corresponds
with information ‘t1 or t2 or t3’, the unique optimal action to perform isa7. Thus
for all (non-empty) subsets of{t1, t2, t3} there exists now a unique best action to
be performed. Notice that each such subset may be thought of as aninformation



state, the (complete or incomplete) information an agent might have about the ac-
tual situation. Suppose now that we lift the sender-strategy from a function that
assigns to eachsituationa unique message to be sent, to one that assigns to each
information statea unique message to be sent. Now it can be shown that we will
end up (after evolution) with a communication system (an ESS) in which there
exists a 1-1-1 correspondence between information states (or sets of situations),
messages, and actions to be performed.a Thus, there will now be messages which
have a disjunctive meaning. This by itself doesn’t mean yet that we have a separate
message that denotes disjunction, but only that we have separate messages with
disjunctive meanings in addition to messages with simple meanings. However, as
convincingly shown by Kirby and others, a learning bottleneck is a strong force
for languages to become compositional. It is reasonable to assume that under such
a pressure a complex message will evolve which means{ti, tj} that consists of
three separate signals: one signal denoting{ti}, one signal denoting{tj}, and
one signal that turns these two meanings into the new meaning{ti, tj} by (set
theoretic)union. The latter signal might then be called ‘disjunction’.

In principle, once we take information states into account, we cannot only state
under which circumstances disjunctive messages will evolve, but also when neg-
ative and conjunctive messages will evolve.b The main difference is that we have
to assume more structure of the set of information states. An interesting feature of
our evolutionary description of the connectives is that it might answer the ques-
tion why only humans have communication systems involving (truth-conditional)
connectives. In contrast to the signaling games discussed by Lewis, and used to
explain the alarm calls of, e,g. vervet monkeys, it was crucial for connectives to
evolve to takeinformation states, or belief statesinto account, i.e., sender strate-
gies must takesetsof situations as arguments, and not just situations themselves,
and this must be recognized by receivers as well. Perhaps, the existence of such
more complicated sender strategies is what that sets us apart from those monkeys.

Why not more connectives?Once we assume that each (declarative) sentence
is either true or false, there arefour potential unary connectives, and as much as
sixteenpotential binary connectives. Although all these potential connectivescan
be expressed in natural language, the question is why only one unary (negation
and only two (or perhaps three) binary truth-functional connectives (disjunction
andconjunction) are expressed by means of simple words in all (or most) nat-
ural languages? That is, can we give natural reasons for why languages don’t
have the truth-functional connectives that are mathematically possible? For unary
connectives this problem is easy to solve. Look at the four possible unary truth-

aThis is a general result, and not restricted to the particular example discussed above.
bMore interesting things can be said about why, and of the conditions under which, messages with

negative and conjunctive meanings could evolve, but space doesn’t allow me to go into this here.



conditional connectives,c1, ...., c4:

p c1 p c2 p c3 p c4 p
1 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 1

Connectivec1 is, of course, standard negation. Why we don’t see the others
in natural language(s) is obvious: they just don’t make sense!c2 p just has the
same truth-value asp itself, and, thus,c2 is superfluous, while the truth values of
c3 p andc4 p areindependentof the truth value of its argumentp, which leaves it
unclear whyc3 andc4 require arguments at all.

For binary connectives the problem is more difficult, but Gazdar & Pullum
(1976) show that when we require that all lexicalized binary connectives must be
commutativeand obey the principles ofstrict compositionalityandconfessional-
ity, all potential binary connectives are ruled out except for the following three:
conjunction, standard (inclusive) disjunction, and what is known asexclusivedis-
junction. This is an appealing result, because (i) strict compositionality makes
perfect sense, (ii) the principle of confessionality – which forbids (binary) con-
nectives which yields the value true when all its arguments are false – can be
explained by the psychologically well-established fact that negation is difficult to
process, while (iii) the constraint of commutativity is motivated by the not unna-
trual idea that the underlying structures of the connected sentences are linearly
unordered. The non-existence of a lexicalized exclusive disjunction can be ex-
plained, finally, by the standard conversational implicature fromA or B to not A
and B, which makes such a connective superfluous.

Properties In extensional terms, any subset of a set of individuals, or objects, can
be thought of as a property. Thinking of properties in this way, however, leaves
us with many more properties thatcan be expressed, than that there are simple
expressions that denote properties in any natural language. This gives rise to the
following questions: (i) can we characterize the properties that are denoted by
simple expressions in natural language(s), and, if so, (ii) can we give a pragmatic
and/or evolutionary explanation of this characterization?

The first idea that comes to mind to limit the use of all possible properties, is
that only those properties will be expressed a lot in natural language that areuseful
for sender and receiver. Using our signaling game framework, it is easy enough
to show how usefulness can influence the existence of property denoting terms
when we either have less messages, or less actions than we have situations.c To

cThese abstract formulations might be used to model other ‘real-world’ phenomena as well, such
as noise in the communication channel which doesn’t allow receivers to discriminate enough signals;
a limitation of the objects speakers are acquainted with, perhaps due to ever changing contexts; and
maybe also non-aligned preferences between sender and receiver.



illustrate the first case, consider a game involving three situations, three actions,
but only two messages. Taking the sender and receiver strategies to be functions
from situations to messages and messages to situations, respectively, we predict
that in equilibrium only two actions will be performed. Which of those actions
that will be depends on the utilities and probabilities involved. Consider the fol-
lowing utility tables:

a1 a2 a3

t1 8 0 0
t2 0 4 1
t3 0 0 2

a1 a2 a3

t1 1 0 0
t2 0 1 0
t3 0 0 1

In both cases there exists a 1-1 correspondence between situations and messages.
If there are three messages, in each situation the sender will send a different mes-
sage, and the receiver will react appropriately. When there are only two messages,
however, expected utility will play a role. In the left-hand table above it is more
useful to distinguisht1 from t2 andt3, then to distinguisht2 from t3. As a con-
sequence, in equilibriumt2 andt3 will not be distinguished from each other and
in both situations the same message will be sent. We have implicitly assumed
here that the probability of the three situations was equal. Consider now the table
on the right-hand side, and suppose thatt1 is much more likely to occur thant2,
which, in turn, is much more likely thant3. Again, it will be more useful to dis-
tinguisht1 from t2 andt3, then to distinguisht2 from t3. Thus, also here we find
that in equilibriumt3 will not be distinguished separately, and meshed together
with t2.

A common complaint of Chomskyan linguists (e.g. Bickerton, Jackendoff)
against explanations like the one above is that usefulness can’t be the only con-
straint: there are many useful properties, or distinctions ‘out there’ that are still
not really named, or distinguished, in simple natural language terms. Bickerton
(1990) mentionscontiguity(or convexity) as an extra constraint, and hypothesizes
that the preference for convex properties is an innate property of our brains. Un-
fortunately, if we think of properties as in standard semantics just as subsets of the
universe of discourse, such a constraint cannot even be formulated. For reasons
like this, G̈ardenfors – following philosophers like van Fraassen and Stalnaker –
proposed to use a meaning space to represent meanings in which the notion of
convexity makes sense. This meaning space is essentially ann-ary vector space
where any subset of this space is (or represents) a property. However, because
each point in space can now be characterized in terms of the values of its coordi-
nates, G̈ardenfors can make a distinction between ‘natural’ and ‘unnatural’ prop-
erties: only those subsets can be thought of as natural properties that formconvex
regionsof the space.d Because only a small minority of all subsets of any struc-

dFor a set of objects to be a convex region, it has to be closed in the following sense: ifx andy are



tured meaning space form convex regions, the hypothesis that (most or all) simple
natural language property denoting expressions denote such convex regions is,
potentially, a very strong one. Gärdenfors’ proposal is quite successful for some
categories of property denoting expressions, like colors, and this gives rise to the
question what makes convex regions so natural. This question is addressed in
Jäger & van Rooij (to appear). It is shown that only those communication systems
will be evolutionary stable in a signaling game where the sender strategy is just a
function from points in the meaning space to messages, and where the receiver has
to guess this point, in case the set of points in the space in which the same signal
is sent forms a convex region in this shared meaning space with a prototype.

Gärdenfors (2000) mentions a number of examples (of property-, but also of
relation denoting expressions and prepositions) where convexity seems like a nat-
ural constraint, and might give rise to semantic universals. We won’t go into
these examples here, but instead (i) will discuss some examples not discussed
by Gärdenfors where convexity can explain some well established semantic uni-
versals, and (ii) will speculate a bit on the difference between communication
systems of (some) animals, young children and adults humans making use of the
above mentioned evolutionary motivation for convexity. I start with the latter.

Basic level properties It is a basic observation that many property denoting ex-
pressions used by adults, (e.g.tool, furniture) denote objects that are not sim-
ilar to each other, neither with respect to appearance, nor w.r.t. (basic) func-
tion. The psychologist Rosch (1978) made a distinction betweenbasic levelcat-
egories/properties (chair, dog), and sub- and superordinate ones (armchair, fur-
niture), and proposed that only for the first ones the notion of similarity plays an
important role. She also observed that it are the first ones that are learned earlier
and easier by children, and – we might speculate –animals never come any further
than making basic level category-like distinctions. Now, notice that in terms of
meaning spaces, convex sets are defined in terms of a distance measure, where the
‘closeness’ of two objects to each other depends on their (mutual) resemblance.
This gives rise to the hypothesis that in contrast to animals and young children,
only ‘adult’ humans can make use of expressions in their communication systems
that denote non-convex properties. Interestingly enough – and in parallel with our
above ‘explanation’ of why only humans make use of connectives –, this contrast
might be understood from the complexity of the sender strategies used in signaling
games that generate (non-convex) properties. Remember that to explain the emer-
gence of property denoting expressions we assumed that sender strategies were
just very simple functions from situations to messages. When we assume that
objects exist in structured meaning spaces, all properties that will be expressed
in equilibrium form convex regions with obvious prototypes. But this means that

elements of the set, all objects ‘between’x andy must also be members of this set.



to explain the existence of those properties that do not denote convex sets (i.e.,
by hypothesis the sub- and superordinate ones) and/or do not have prototypes, we
need either more involved sender strategies (cf. the case of connectives), or utility
functions not defined in terms of a very simple measure of similarity. Again, this
might explain why only adult humans can make use of non-basic level property
denoting expressions. What our analysis also explains is whyconjunctionseems
easier to understand and process thandisjunctionandnegation. Notice that these
connectives make sense for properties as well. Now one can show that in contrast
to the other connectives the conjunction of two convex properties is guaranteed to
be convex as well (this is not true for the connectives of ‘quantum logic’, though).

Quantifiers and determiners Most work on universals in model-theoretic se-
mantics is concentrated on quantifiers and determiners. This is also very natural,
given that the discrepancy between the number of meanings that are predicted to
be expressible, and the terms to do so is here much larger than for properties and
relations. To get a glimpse of this, in a simple extensional model with only 4 in-
dividuals, standard model theoretic semantics predict that there are not less than
224

= 65.636 quantifiers that can be expressed, and even the immense number of
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many determiners! Obviously, constraints are in order to limit the meanings
that can be expressed by (simple) noun phrases and determiners.

Because a determiner denotes a relation between properties, or, equivalently,
a function from properties to quantifiers, any constraint on quantifiers gives rise
to a constraint on determiners as well. So we can safely limit ourselves to con-
straints on determiners. A simple, and very intuitive constraint isvariety. A deter-
miner shows variety iff it gives rise to acontingentmeaning: the sentence of type
‘Det Noun VP’ in which it occurs is neither always true nor always false. More
formally, determinerD is said to show variety iff in every model in which the
determiner is defined there areA, B such thatD(A,B) is true, andA′, B′ such
thatD(A′, B′) is false. It is clear that we can form complex determiners which
do not show variety (likesome or no), but it is generally assumed that all ‘simple’
determiners satisfy this constraint. An explanation of this fact is easy to imagine:
why would a language end up with a simple determiner the use of which doesn’t
express an informative, and thus useful, proposition?

In this paper we will only explain one semantic universal, stated in essence
already in Barwise & Cooper (1981), which says that all ‘simple’ determiners sat-
isfy the followingcontinuityconstraint:

For allA,B,B′, B′′: if D(A,B′), D(A,B′′) andB′ ⊆ B ⊆ B′′, thenD(A,B).

I claim that the notion of convexity can be used to motivate this universal, at
least if we assume that the meaning of natural language determiners arecontext-
independentandconservative. Assume thatE andE′ are domains of discourse,



andπ a permutation function onE′. The context-independenceconstraint then
says that ifA,B ⊆ E ⊆ E′, thenD(π(A), π(B)) is true with respect toE iff
D(A,B) is true with respect toE′. Intuitively, this means that the meaning of a
sentence of the formD(A,B), where, as before,D is the determiner meaning,A
is the noun-denotation, whileB is the denotation of the VP, doesn’t depend on the
domain of discourse, and only on the number of individuals inA, B, andA ∩ B.
The further constraint ofconservativitythen says that the meaning of such a sen-
tence depends only on the number of individuals inA∩B andA−B. Intuitively,
a determiner is said to satisfy conservativity iff the truth or falsity of a simple sen-
tence of the form NP VP depends only on the denotation of the noun of the NP.
An important observation due to van Benthem (1986) is that all quantifiers that
satisfycontext-independenceandconservativitycan be represented geometrically
in the so-called ‘tree of numbers’. This tree can be thought of as a binary meaning
space with as coordinates the numbers of individuals inA ∩ B andA− B. Each
quantifier satisfying the above two constraints can now be represented as a sub-
set of this meaning space, and only some of these subsets form convex regions.
One can now show that the continuous quantifiers all give rise to such convex
sets. Thus, if the tree of numbers is a natural representation format of generalized
quantifiers, our signaling game analysis can help to motivate one very important
semantic universal.

The tree of numbers itself can be argued to be a natural geometrical repre-
sentation format of (most) generalized quantifiers, by motivating the constraints
of context-independenceandconservativity. Conservativitywill be explained, for
instance, by the evolutionary preference of languages to follow a topic-comment
structure (as for instance already motivated by linguists with as diverse back-
grounds as Givon and Bickerton).
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